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the surface of the abyss is, quite literally, dark, a swirling maelstrom of water with no limit as to depth. hes the only one not to be carried away. you cant stop him, they say. just keep him below the light level. its been 40 minutes since their rendezvous, and
more than half an hour since he disappeared from sight. the ntis are furious! they want to return to space! with a wave of their hands, their green pseudopods send buds suit and helmet spinning into the darkness, past a few luminous flashes of their
technology. pushing on against these winds, the suit floats across a dead zone, an abyssal plain of debris, with anubits leg sticking out, still hooked on to the suit. then buds right shoulder takes a hit, popping him loose from the suit, but hes still holding onto
it, and hes going back to lindsey. meanwhile, bud and dick, the remaining members of the deepcore crew, are at the forward end of the rig, attempting to retrieve the warhead. dick slips and falls over the edge, but bud recovers the warhead and saves
himself at the last possible second. aboard the uss texas, coffys plan to detonate the warhead has been short-circuited by navy communications officer lt. grace rowe, who suggests a joint venture of the us and soviet union oil companies and the navy to find
the sub. bud disagrees, sensing the emperor has no clothes; the ntis are a figment of his imagination. when the tx heads in the right direction, toward the nti habitat, coffys crew member, dr. owen harris reveals the ntis arent ets at all, but gigantic, regal
creature that isnt human. the ntis are terrestrials like us, only theyre more advanced and consider interstellar space travel to be a childish fad. the ntis point to the moon pool, explaining that the nuclear warhead will do nothing except call the attention of the
ntis, and they will then annihilate the planet earth for cheating them.
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unfortunately, thatres the only real significant new material. outside of the great new dialogue, the rest of the segments are in the same form as the theatrical cut. interestingly, that decision seems to have come from the directors cut, which, depending on
the footage cut in, might strike some as even more exciting than the theatrical cut. cameron is a nostalgic lover of 70s-era technology, and although he has always been considered a digital filmmaker, the films body of work has both digital and traditional

elements. it would make sense, then, to preserve the original. the headier sequences of digital photography and cutting, as well as the more-compelling, rugged images of life in a submersible, look better on a re-release. unfortunately, even if youre a
traditionalist, the reconstruction of these sequences isnt nearly as sharp or satisfying as the originals. while youre watching the film, keep in mind that four of the best performances of the century are playing for free: ed harris, mary elizabeth mastrantonio,

and two of the film s stars of the screen in ron perlman and jodie foster. these characters are brilliant, and its obvious that audiences responded to these performances. when the special edition was released, it was getting great reviews from critics, but
people who hadnt seen the film before were probably much harsher in their critiques. at the time, these people probably felt the same about the films bloatiness that we do in retrospect. it is difficult not to have mixed feelings about the special edition; but

the fact of the matter is that theres a hell of a movie on display here. underwater cinematography doesnt get much better than this, nor can i imagine an ending to a film with more impact. 5ec8ef588b
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